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TERRE D’ITALIA ROUGE LIGHTTDS 268

STEP 1

INTERIOR - EXTERIOR

STEP 2 - Choose the additive (gold and silver) and the desired color by checking the color 
chart.
- Mix the product carefully.
- Sand the surface before applying the decorative TERRE D'ITALIA ROUGE LIGHT.
- Apply TERRE D'ITALIA ROUGE LIGHT using the SPALTER tool with alternating 
movements.
- After 20 min, gently stroke the surface in order to finish the product, by using a 
stainless steel trowel.
- Allow to dry to appreciate the effect

Decorative finish based on black and yellow flocculi in small size with rust final effect.

DESCRIPTION
TERRE D’ITALIA ROUGE LIGHT is a washable decorative finish with rust final effect.
The ease of application makes this product suitable for every type of environment 
and style.
Furthermore it is particularly used for decoration of modern style environments.

CHARACTERIS: Washable
TOOLS: Spalter 70,Spalter 100,TD Spalter.
DRYING TIME: 6 - 8 hours depending on temperature
STORING = max. temp. + 30° c - min. temp. + 5° c

Stability: 12 Mesi
PH: 7 - 8° C
Voc: 30 gr/l
Specific weight: 1,000

PACKAGE

L 2,5

REFERRING
PERFORMANCE

PACKAGE
PERFORMANCE

8 - 9 m2 1 coat

INDICATIONS FOR USE
- Ensure that the substrate is thoroughly dry. In the case of plaster, ensure that it 
has a curing time of at least 28 days, depending on the temperature.
- Ensure that the substrate has been well prepared and is suitable for painting: dry 
plaster, having removed any plaster granules, in case of old walls make sure there are 
no bad or floury paints, and remove them if necessary, remove flaking paints, etc.

- Apply 1 coat of SCIK PURAL ACRIL primer if necessary.
- Consult the color chart and choose the desired coloration.
- Apply one or two coats of DECOR FONDO which has to be thinned up to 5-10 % 
with water.
- Allow to dry 12-24 hours.
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NOTES
- N.1 Please note that the Specific Weight indicated may not coincide with the Net 
Package Weight due to technical coloring reasons

- N.2 Stability period is purely indicative, it refers to the minimum time of stability of 
the product if stored in good conditions according to the instructions provided, 
in the original unopened containers and under appropriate temperature conditions. 
If stored properly, the product may have stability longer than the minimum recom-
mended period.

- N. 3 Rivedil warrants that the information in this sheet is provided to the best of its 
technical and scientific experience and knowledge, however, as elements such as 
weather conditions, labor, tools, quality of third party products and others, outside the 
direct control of Rivedil, this document does not constitute a warranty, nor does 
Rivedil authorize its agents and/or representatives to make any kind of warranty 
based on the information contained in this document. 
It is advisable to always check the actual suitability of the product for the individual 
specific case. This cancels and supersedes any previous sheet.

- N. 4 The raw materials used are natural and may have small differences depending 
on the batches used. It is therefore recommended to use the same batch of product 
for the same work to be made. Where this is not possible mix batches together.


